CSLS Visiting Scholars Speaker Series – Spring 2019
A Series of Talks by Center for the Study of Law & Society Visiting Scholars
Fridays (or Thursday) in the Selznick Seminar Room. 3:00 to 4:30 pm.
Moderated by Jonathan Simon. Refreshments served.

Friday, February 8

Gagan Chhabra, Oslo Metropolitan University (Norway)

Holly Pelvin, University of Alberta (Canada)
“I just have a problem with the surety’: Barriers to Pretrial Release in Canada”

Friday, March 8

Shiran Altman-Battler, Tel Aviv University (Israel)
“Plea Bargaining in International Criminal Law: Historical and Normative Perspectives”

Javier Alberto Wilenmann, Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez (Chile)
“The Costs of State Modernization: The Fluctuating Reality of Punishment in Chile As a Consequence of Bureaucratic Rationalization”

Friday, March 22

Anthony Alfieri, University of Miami
"Black, Poor, and Gone: Civil Rights Law’s Inner-City Crisis"
54 Harv. C.R.-C.L. L. Rev. (forthcoming 2019)

Yoav Mehozay, Haifa University (Israel)
“The Spirit of Social Control: A Theological Reading of Positivist Criminology”

Thursday, April 18

Lilla Farkas, European University Institute

Carrie Rosenbaum, Golden Gate University
“Rule of Law in the Real, Real World: An Immigration Law Focused Critical Race Critique”